The conventional Kirchhoff integral, based on the ~~o-\vLI~ wave equation, states how the acoustic pressure at a point A inside a closed surface S can be calculated when the acoustic wave field is known on S. In its general form. the integrand consists of two terms: one term contains the gradient of a Green' s function and the acoustic pressure; the other term contains a Green' s Function an& the grxdienr of the xc~cmstic~ pressure.
INTRODUCTION
An essential step in seismic modeling and inversion is the simulation or elimination of propagation effects by means of wave-held extrapolation (forward or backward propagation). Wave-held extrapolation techniques can be subdivided into one-nrry and tno-way approaches. The one-way approach is robust, but handles primary waves only. The two-way approach handles both multiples and primaries but requires an accurate description of the source wave field and the geology of the subsurface. Although a significant amount of research is being carried out on exact inversion techniques based on twoway wave-field extrapolation, we expect that, at least in the coming decade, the seismic industry will depend mainly on partial but robust inversion techniques based on one-way wavse-held extrapolation. Therefore. we can justify giving a high priority to the development of accurate extrapolation algorithms for primary waves only, particularly for elastic wave-field extrapolation. Our philosophy on this important issue can be summarized as follows: In practical situations significant multiples are always suyfuca-related, so the first step should be elimination of all surface-related multiples (Berkbout, 1986). Note that for this preprocessing step no information on the subsurface is needed. Next, one-way wave-field cxtrapoiation can start as part of the inversion process. Now information about the subsurface is required in terms of a macro model.
In this paper we analyze Rayleigh-type integrals. In the frequency (0) domain, the conventional Rayleigh integral represents the pressure at a point A of the subsurface (Z > 0) for a given pressure distribution at the surface (Z = 0): where G is the rwo-wuy Green' s wave field generated by two identical monopoles (with opposite signatures) at (x,, y,, zA) and (.Y*. yAr -z* m a reference medium that is symmetric with rcrpcct to 2 =)O.
-. (p and c represent the density and the propagation velocity, respectively.) Hence, for a given lower half-space (the subsurface), the upper half-space is defined as the mirror image of the lower half-space. Note that for an inhomogeneous subsurface. G may become very complicated, since all multiple reflections between the lower and upper half-spaces must be included (Figure 1) . Note also that G is, in principle, two-way. For one-way techniques, it is common practice to substitute in the conventional Rayleigh integral a one-way Green' s function. In this paper, it is shown that this substitution is fundamentally wrong because the conventional Rayleigh integral Consider an inhomogeneous fluid, described by the spacedependent propagation velocity c(r) and the mass density p(r), where r is a shorthand notation for the Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z). In this fluid we consider a volume V enclosed by a surface S with an outward pointing normal vector n (see Figure 2) . Given a monochromatic acoustic wave field P(r, w) radiated by sources outside S, the wave field P(r,, w) at any 
which are satisfied if we assume for G either a rigid surface or a free surface at zO In both cases, the surface acts as a perfect reflector so WC may alternatively interpret the Green' s function as if it were caused by two monopoles situated symmetrically with respect to : = zO in a reference medium which is also symmetric with respect to z = zO ( In that case, the two-way Green' s functions do not include significant multiple reflections.
MODIFIED DERIVATION OF RAYLEIGH-TYPE INTEGRALS (ONE-WAY APPROACH)
An important property of the Kirchhoff integral is that the choice of medium for the Green' s function G(r, rA, o) is not unique. ' s function is  the medium for the acoustic wave field P(r, 0) . Outside volume V the medium for the Green' s function may be chosen in any convenient way.
Ilzside volume V the medium for the Green
We made use of this property in the previous section, where we chose a reference medium for G that was different from the actual medium for P (compare Figure 5b with Figure 5a ). By choosing a reference medium with a fully reflecting boundary, we got a Green' s function containing many significant multiple reflections. Therefore, let us now choose a reference medium for G which is fully nonreflecting outside V. For the half-space geometry of Figure 3 For arbitrarily inhomogeneous media, however, the oneway Rayleigh integrals (13a) and (13b) are very different from the two-way Rayleigh integrals @a) and (8b). Because the oneway Green' s functions do not kontain surface-related multiples, one-way Rayleigh integrals (13a) and (13b) are rather insensitive to small errors in the reference model. This is illustrated in Figure 7 , where the experiment of Figure 5 was repeated for the downgoing wave field P+, using the one-way Rayleigh II integral for downgoing wave fields, as given by equation (13b). Note that a small error in the reference medium has a minor effect on the extrapolation result ( Figure  7f ). This result is typical for one-way techniques.
PRACTICAL ASPECTS
In one-way wave-field extrapolation techniques as used in processes such as nonrecursive redatuming and nonrecursive depth migration, a one-way Green' s function must be computed for an inhomogeneous medium. Considering forward extrapolation, one starts with the two-way Rayleigh integral (8b) and computes the upward traveling part of the Green' s function at the surface with a ray-tracing or Gaussian beam method. Although this intuitive approach leads to the correct results for primary events, it is a procedure that cannot be justified theoretically for an inhomogeneous medium, since ri In summary, if only the upward traveling part of the Green' s function is used (characteristic of one-way techniques), then the two-way Rayleigh integral (8b) should be replaced by the one-way Rayleigh integral (13b). The difference between integrals (8bl and (l3b) largely clarifies the confusion that still exists as to the justification of using one-way Green' s functions in inhomogeneous media. Note that G in integral (13b) includes reflections and internal multiples in the lower halfspace (Z > z"). However, in one-way techniques, these higherorder contributions are generally neglected, meaning that the outcome of integral (I 3b) is a downgoing wave field (P = P ' ). In a subsequent paper. we shall show that the elastic counterpart of integral ( I3b) plays a key role in elastic one-way wavefield extrapolation. 
